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Abstract
Diffractive optical elements (DOEs) remain highly underutilized in broadband optical systems
even though different technologies for DOEs including échelette-type gratings (EGs), multilevel
DOEs, and metagratings have been introduced. Specifically, nanocomposite-enabled EGs can
achieve efficiencies of close to 100% throughout the visible spectrum, but only for relatively
small diffraction angles. Therefore, the question remains if they are suitable for
high-numerical-aperture (NA) systems. Here we show that this is indeed the case. To this end,
we first demonstrate that macroscopic nanocomposite-enabled diffractive lenses (DLs) can
achieve perfect broadband focusing up to a NA of 0.03. We then derive analytic relationships
and investigate prototypical optical designs to show that this threshold fully covers the
requirements of high-end imaging systems with NA⩾ 1. This holistic all-system analysis
demonstrates that the individual NA of a DL in a broadband imaging system is one to two
orders of magnitude lower than the overall system’s NA. This shows that high-NA flat optical
elements are not required for high-NA broadband systems. Therefore, nanocomposite-enabled
EGs can unlock the full potential of DOEs for broadband optical systems, whereas other
technologies cannot fulfill their high efficiency requirements.

Keywords: nanocomposites, diffractive optics, optical systems, stray light, propagation, optical
design, diffractive optical elements

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Diffractive optical elements (DOEs) have the potential to
decrease the size or enhance the performance of a wide range
of optical systems [1–8]. For broadband systems, this is mostly

Original content from this workmay be used under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 licence. Any fur-

ther distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the
title of the work, journal citation and DOI.

because the anomalous chromatic properties of DOEs make
them perfectly suited for correcting chromatic aberrations [2].
In contrast to refractive elements, which rely on curved sur-
faces to redirect the incident light, DOEs are thin and flat
elements (‘flat optics’) that act on an incident beam of light
by locally changing its phase or amplitude as a function of
the position. This definition shows that the term DOE encom-
passes a wide range of devices from conventional échelette-
type gratings (EGs) [4, 9, 10], multilevel DOEs [11–14],
and holograms [10, 15] to metagratings and metalenses [16–
25]. However, despite the considerable research effort into
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these different technologies for DOEs, the widespread use
of DOEs in broadband imaging systems has so far mostly
remained elusive with only a few exceptions (e.g. [4]). One
of the main reasons for this gulf between research and prac-
tice is that the diffraction efficiency, which we here define
as the power propagating in the desired diffraction order
over the total transmitted power, depends on the wavelength,
the angle of incidence (AOI), and the grating period [20,
26]. In fact, the technology of multi-layer EGs, which has
already been employed in a commercial camera lens [4],
only maintains high efficiencies for a narrow range of AOIs
[26]. This limitation either imposes severe constraints in the
design process or leads to stray light and consequently a
general loss of contrast, colorful flares, and ghost images
[27–29]. Recently, we have shown that dispersion-engineered
nanocomposites in the unrestricted effective medium regime
[30–32] allow for the design of EGs which maintain unpre-
cedented high efficiencies across the entire visible spectral
range, as well as a wide range of AOIs and grating peri-
ods [26, 33, 34]. However, these nanocomposite-enabled EGs
only maintain high efficiencies for relatively large grating
periods (Λ> 20 µm). Since large grating periods correspond
to small diffraction angles, this raises the question whether
they are suitable for high-numerical-aperture (high-NA)
broadband systems. Furthermore, the requirements on DLs in
real-world optical systems, whichmust consist of multiple ele-
ments to balance all monochromatic and chromatic aberrations
[35, 36], have never been comprehensively investigated. In
this context, the key question is not whether a high-NA sing-
let can be realized, but rather if the device is suitable for an
overall high-NA system without imposing severe constraints
on the system’s design or impairing its performance. Such an
analysis is urgently required to answer the question of which
technology is best suited for unlocking the full potential of
DOEs and hence guide the way to a next generation of optical
systems.

To analyze the requirements on DLs in high-NA broad-
band systems and show that nanocomposite-enabled DLs are
suitable for such systems, we here present a holistic all-
system analysis that accounts for both the microscopic prop-
erties of the DLs as well as the requirements of the over-
all systems. To this end, we first use recent algorithmic
advances [29] to quantify the broadband focusing efficiency
of macroscopic nanocomposite-enabled DLs and investig-
ate within what range of NAs they can maintain a high
performance. Subsequently, we derive analytic relationships
for hybrid systems that connect the DL’s numerical aper-
ture (NAdif) and spatial structure to the overall system’s
NA. Furthermore, we present prototypical optical designs and
perform wave optical simulations of diffractive and hybrid
systems to confirm our results. Our analysis is valid for
all technologies for DLs (e.g. échelette-type DLs, multi-
level DLs, and metalenses) and shows that high-NA DLs are
not required for broadband optical systems. In fact, high-
NA DLs are even detrimental to the performance of such
systems.

2. The potential and challenges of diffractive lenses

High-end imaging systems generally have contrast
requirements of around 1/100 regarding stray light. This
implies that only 1% of all light is allowed to reach the sensor
as stray light. However, in optical design (e.g. in [2]), a DL is
commonly treated as a perfect phase plate with an efficiency
of 100% and no attention is payed as to how such a DL can
be realized physically. On the other hand, studies into DLs
often neglect the fact that complicated systems composed of
several optical elements are required to achieve high qual-
ity imaging at higher NAs and larger apertures [35, 36]. To
be able to reconcile these different points of view and ana-
lyze the requirements on DLs in optical systems, we here
first recap the most important properties of DLs from both
perspectives. Throughout this paper we use the terms DOE
and DL as umbrella terms for all diffractive technologies
(including metagratings and metalenses), since these different
devices are different structural implementations for the same
functionality.

2.1. Optical design perspective

In optical design, a DL is commonly described by its spatially
dependent phase profile, which exerts its effect in an infinitely
thin layer. For a spherical lens with a focal length of f(λ) the
phase profile can be written as [2]:

ϕ(r) =− π

λf(λ)
r2, (1)

where r is the radial distance from the center and we chose
ϕ(0) = 0. The wavelength dependence of a DL’s focal length
consequently reads f(λ) = 1

P(λ) =
λ0
λ f(λ0), where P(λ) is

the DL’s refractive power. In refractive optics, the disper-
sion of an optical material is commonly quantified using its
Abbe number (νd = (nd − 1)/(nF − nC)) and partial disper-
sion (Pg,F = (ng − nF)/(nF − nC)) [35], where the subscripts
g, F, D, and C refer to the corresponding Fraunhofer spectral
lines (λg = 435.83nm, λF = 486.13nm, λd = 587.56nm and
λC = 656.28nm) . In fact, the focal shift between λF and λC

of a single lens is determined by its material’s Abbe number
according to ∆fF,C = fd/νd. In turn, Pg,F additionally quan-
tifies the focal shift at λg [35]. Using the λ−1 dependence of
a DL’s focal length, effective values of νd and Pg,F can be
assigned to a DL [2]:

νdif
d =−3.452 and Pdif

g,F = 0.2956. (2)

We use the superscript ‘dif’ throughout this paper to indicate
the properties of DLs. Note that the values of νdif

d and Pdif
g,F fol-

low directly from the phase profile that is given in equation (1)
[2]. In good approximation, they are independent of how the
DL is realized, that is, of what materials the DL is composed.
The comparison of a DL’s effective Abbe number

(
νdif
d

)
to

those of conventional optical materials (figure 1(b)) shows that
the chromatic aberrations induced by DLs are opposite in sign
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and much larger compared to refractive lenses. Furthermore,
it is evident from figure 1(b) that a DL has a highly anomalous

effective partial dispersion
(
Pdif
g,F

)
, in that, its partial disper-

sion differs strongly from that of conventional optical mater-
ials. Since high-quality broadband imaging systems must be
corrected for chromatic aberrations, it is critical to account for
these properties in the design process. Below we show that
this has profound implications for the integration of DLs into
broadband optical systems.

In this context, we note that recently achromatic metalens
singlets that are characterized by other values of νdif

d and
Pdif
g,F have been demonstrated [39–41]. Achromatic focus-

ing performance has also been reported for multilevel DLs
[42]. However, while achromatic singlets could be useful for
certain applications, the efficiencies of such devices are far
below those required to fulfill the contrast requirements of
high-end imaging systems. This is because the efficiencies
of achromatic metalenses and multilevel DLs have gener-
ally remained below 50% until now [39–42]. In fact, since
these approaches rely on spatially discretizing the phase pro-
files, which need to be tailored for each wavelength individu-
ally, it appears likely that achieving efficiencies of close to
100% over a broad wavelength range will turn out to be an
insurmountable challenge for such devices. Furthermore, we
emphasize that a single flat lens that provides aberration-free
imaging across a finite field of view (FOV) cannot exist since
a flat lens cannot fulfill the Abbe sine condition [16, 25, 36].
Therefore, the currently most promising approach is to exploit
the unique dispersion properties of DLs by integrating them
into hybrid systems, that is, systems that include both refract-
ive and diffractive elements.

2.2. DOE design perspective

After the phase profiles are determined in the optical design
process, the key task for the ‘DOE-design’ is to find real
devices that implement the required phase profiles. In fact, the
phase delays that can be achieved in thin structures are fun-
damentally limited. Therefore, DOEs are generally designed
by removing unnecessary multiples of 2π from the continu-
ous phase profile and instead varying the phase only between
0 and 2π (figure 1(a)). However, this introduces recurring
steps in the phase profile, which lead to the appearance of
different diffraction orders. Spurious diffraction orders are
suppressed if the phase delay across each segment changes
linearly between 0 and a multiple of 2π [43]. While this
condition can be readily fulfilled for a single wavelength
using so-called blazed gratings [10], the fact that disper-
sion causes the DOE’s phase profiles to be a function of the
wavelength leads to phase differences that differ from 2π
for other wavelengths [43]. This generally leads to a strong
wavelength dependence of the diffraction efficiency (η) [26].
In addition, the efficiencies of real devices also depend on the
grating period and the AOI, since their finite heights cause
the phase delays to depend on the AOI and lead to shad-
owing at the boundaries between the segments [20, 26, 44].
To quantify the overall performance of a DOE within the
visible spectral range (400nm⩽ Λ⩽ 800 nm), we define the

average efficiency within this wavelength range as ηPIDE =

1
λ2−λ1

λ2

∫
λ1

η (λ)dλ with λ1 = 400nm and λ2 = 800 nm (poly-

chromatic integral diffraction efficiency (PIDE)). However,
our analysis can be readily generalized to other wavelengths
by redefining λ1 and λ2. Furthermore, for non-uniformly dis-
tributed light sources, the wavelength-dependent efficiencies
(η (λ)) in our definition of ηPIDE can be weighted by an addi-
tional wavelength-dependent factor. This can lead to relaxed
requirements on DOEs in applications that operate within a
narrower spectral range. In conclusion, the fact that the effi-
ciency highly depends on the wavelength, AOI, and grating
period illustrates that the widespread integration of DLs into
real-world optical system will only become possible, if tech-
nologies for diffractive elements are developed that provide
sufficiently high efficiencies across the parameter range that
is required for a wide range of systems.

3. Nanocomposite-enabled diffractive lenses

As aforementioned, the first requirement for the integra-
tion of DOEs into broadband optical systems is overcoming
the wavelength dependence of the efficiency. This is com-
monly referred to as ‘efficiency achromatization’ and sev-
eral approaches have been developed for this purpose [9].
Our concept of nanocomposite-enabled EGs [26] builds on
the ‘common depth’ approach [9, 45, 46] visualized in figure
1(d), and uses the dispersion-engineering capabilities of nano-
composites to tailor the magnitude and wavelength depend-
ence of the refractive indices of the two layers (n1 (λ) and
n2 (λ)) such that the phase profile’s dispersion is almost per-
fectly cancelled out. In [26], we showed using numerical sim-
ulations of Maxwell’s equations that nanocomposite-enabled
EGs can maintain unprecedent high average efficiencies of
close to 100% across the entire visible range as well as a
wide range of grating periods and AOIs. However, because of
the high demands of full wave optical simulations on com-
putational power and memory, we have so far only evalu-
ated the performance of nanocomposite-enabled EGs for infin-
itely periodic structures. A systematic evaluation of the per-
formance of nanocomposite-enabled DLs for full macroscopic
lenses is still missing. In fact, the simulations for infinitely
periodic structures in [26] showed that even the ideal design
can only maintain high efficiencies for grating periods above
20µm. Since this threshold corresponds to a deflection angle
of merely 1.69◦ at perpendicular incidence and a wavelength
of 0.588µm, this limit imposes severe constraints on the
refractive power a nanocomposite-enabled DL can provide.
In fact, it has been shown that metagratings and metalenses
can outperform conventional EGs for short grating periods
and high NAs, respectively [16, 20, 22]. Furthermore, more
recently, high-NA multilevel DLs with even higher efficien-
cies than metalenses have been demonstrated [13]. To answer
the question of which of these technologies is best suited for
such systems, we therefore investigate what parameter range
is required to address the needs of broadband imaging systems
in section 4.
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of a diffractive lens (DL). (b) Partial dispersion (Pg,F) as a function of the Abbe number (νd) for different materials
and a DL. The diagram includes the Schott glasses (blue dots) [37], common optical polymers (red stars) [38], and the effective properties
of a DL (green star). The lines represent the normal lines for the two material classes (poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), cyclic olefin
copolymer (COP), polystyrene (PS), polycarbonate (PC)). (c) Schemes of a single layer (SL) and (d) a common depth (CD) échelette-type
grating (EGs). (e) The concept of nanocomposite-enabled EGs builds on the common depth approach depicted in (d) and uses the
dispersion-engineering capabilities of nanocomposites to tailor n1 (λ) and n2 (λ) such that almost perfectly achromatic phase and hence
efficiency profiles are achieved.

Table 1. Specifications of the EG designs (taken from [26]).

Type Mat. 1 Mat. 2 Height (h) ηPIDE,TEA

Single-layer
(SL)

PMMA Air 1.1 µm 86.93%

Nanocomposite-
enabled (NE)

f = 34.3%
diamond
in PMMA

f = 35%
ITO in
PMMA

3.5 µm 99.96%

Common depth
(CD)

N-BaF52 PC 26.3 µm 96.91 %

3.1. Macroscopic diffractive lenses (DLs)

To quantify the performance of macroscopic DLs, we here use
a Matlab implementation of the recently introduced rotation-
ally symmetric formulation of the wave propagation method
(WPM) [29]. This method has been shown to be an efficient
and accurate approach for evaluating the performance of DLs
based on EGs [29]. As a prototype system for nanocomposite-
enabled DLs, we here use the optimal material combination
from [26]. In addition, we use a single-layer DL (figure 1(c))
for comparison. Finally, to show that novel dispersion engin-
eered materials are essential for achieving a high perform-
ance, we later additionally investigate a state-of-the-art com-
mon depth DL (figure 1(d)). This DL is composed only of
conventional optical materials [9, 45, 46]. The compositions
of all three DLs are summarized in table 1. Note that the val-
ues of ηPIDE listed in table 1 correspond to the theoretical lim-
its, which are achieved within the thin element approximation
(TEA) [26].

To first visualize the general properties of DLs and
highlight the difference between a single-layer and a

nanocomposite-enabled device, figure 2 depicts the propaga-
tion of light behind DLs based on the single-layer EG (fig-
ure 2(a)) and the nanocomposite-enabled EG (figure 2(b)).
The different colors in the RGB images correspond to differ-
ent wavelengths in the respective spectral ranges (red (λC),
green (λd), and blue (λF)). We designed the lenses for a
focal length of f(λd) = 30mm using equation (1) and fixed
the aperture at D= 2mm. For each wavelength, we then per-
formed a coherent simulation using the WPM and applied
the logarithm of the resulting intensity distribution directly
to the respective color channel. As the initial field we used

E(r,z= 0) = E0 exp

(
−
(

2r
σsource

)20
)
, where σsource denotes

the width of the beam. We used this super-Gaussian func-
tion with an exponent of 20, because it is flat in the center, but
decays rapidly from its maximum to zero around r= σsource/2.
Therefore, it is a good approximation for a flat-top intensity
profile. Furthermore, we used σsource = 0.9×D to ensure that
the field vanishes at the edge of the lens. This approach allows
us to model a collimated beam of light and decreases the
effective (i.e. illuminated) aperture of the system by 10%.
The results of these simulations in figure 2 show that the dif-
ferent wavelengths have different focal lengths because of the
previously discussed wavelength dependence of a DL’s focal
length (longitudinal chromatic aberration). More importantly,
however, the single-layer structure (figure 2(a)) exhibits dis-
tinct higher order foci (white arrows), which are not visible
for the nanocomposite-enabled device.

3.2. Focusing efficiency

Figure 2(a) visualizes that the appearance of spurious foci
leads to stray light and consequently a loss of contrast in
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Figure 2. RGB images visualizing the propagation of light behind DLs with f= 30mm and D= 2mm for (a) the single-layer structure and
(b) the nanocomposite-enabled device from table 1. The different color channels correspond to the logarithm of the spatial intensity
distribution at the respective wavelength (red (λC), green (λd), and blue (λF)). The white arrows in (a) highlight the positions of the 2nd,
3rd, and 4th order foci for λC.

imaging systems. Therefore, as a measure of a DL’s perform-
ance, we define the focusing efficiency

(
ηfoc

)
as the fraction

of the incident power that is focused into the desired focal
spot. In practice, this quantity is difficult to evaluate precisely,
because, even in the diffraction limit, the intensity pattern is
infinitely extended. Moreover, the size of the focal spot gen-
erally depends on the wavelength and the specifications of the
lens (f andD) because of aberrations. Furthermore, the diffrac-
tion limit also increases with the wavelength. To account for
these effects, we numerically approximate ηfoc using the pro-
cedure visualized in figure 3(a): we first fit a Gaussian func-
tion to the central peak of the diffraction pattern in the focus
plane and then determine the integrated intensity within a disk
with a radius of rfoc = cfoc ×σGauss, where σGauss corresponds
to the full e−2-width of the Gaussian function and cfoc is a
factor that we determine later. Finally, we divide this result
by the integrated intensity directly behind the lens. Since the
diffraction pattern in the focus is infinitely extended, the the-
oretical maximum for the focusing efficiencies that we obtain
from this procedure is below 100% in any case. As a bench-
mark, we therefore use a refractive lens with a focal length of
f= 30mm. This allows us to quantify the theoretical limit for
the focusing efficiency in the absence of spurious diffraction
orders. We then determined the factor cfoc in our definition of
rfoc such that a focusing efficiency of ηfoc ≈ 0.99 is achieved
for the refractive lens. Doing so led us to a value of cfoc = 8.
Note that we use the fitting procedure and not a fixed value for
rfoc, which was the definition used in [29], to account for the
broadening of focal spot due to aberrations. This allows us to
separate changes in the focusing efficiencies from the broaden-
ing of the focal spot caused by other influences. Accordingly,
figure 3(b) depicts ηfoc as a function of the wavelength (λ) for
both the single layer and the nanocomposite-enabled DLs. For
both DLs, this figure includes the data for two focal lengths
of f= 30mm and f= 4mm. It is evident that, at f= 30mm,
the nanocomposite-enabled DL can provide almost perfect
broadband focusing and is distinguished by an essentially flat
efficiency profile throughout the entire visible spectral range.
In contrast, the single layer device’s efficiency drops rapidly
towards the edges of the spectrum. In fact, these efficiency
profiles closely resemble those obtained for the correspond-
ing infinitely periodic structures [26]. As demonstrated by
the dotted lines in figure 3(b), this is no longer the case at a

focal length of f= 4mm. However, the comparison of the two
efficiency curves shows that the nanocomposite-enabled DL
is still distinguished by a much flatter efficiency profile and
hence still outperforms the single-layer device even at shorter
focal lengths. To investigate these effects systematically, we
define the polychromatic integral focusing efficiency (ηfoc

PIDE)
as the average focusing efficiency between λ= 0.4µm and
λ= 0.8µm. Throughout this paper, we numerically determine
this quantity by sampling the wavelength in 50nm intervals.
Accordingly, figure 3(c) depicts ηfoc

PIDE as a function of the focal
length for the different DLs. It is evident that the ηfoc

PIDE of the
nanocomposite-enabled DL converges to the theoretical limit
(dotted black line) for long focal lengths but decreases rap-
idly for focal lengths below 15mm. In contrast, the ηfoc

PIDE of
the single layer structure converges to a much lower max-
imum, yet remains close to this limit across a wider range
of focal lengths. Finally, the results for the common depth
DL with conventional optical materials (yellow line in fig-
ure 3(c)) show that this structure’s ηfoc

PIDE remains below 90%
throughout the entire range of focal lengths. This highlights
that novel dispersion-engineered materials are essential for
achieving high focusing efficiencies. In fact, for infinitely peri-
odic structures, we have recently investigated this relationship
in detail and developed a general formalism for how the disper-
sion must be tailored for the design of highly efficient DOEs
[33].

3.3. Role of the numerical aperture (NA)

The drop of the efficiency with decreasing focal lengths can be
intuitively understood from the fact that shorter focal lengths
require larger diffraction angles and hence shorter segment
widths. This leads to a higher amount of shadowing. In fact, a
DL’s minimum segment width consequently affects its focus-
ing efficiency themost and should therefore be a goodmeasure
for a DL’s overall performance. To determine a DL’s; min-
imum segment width, we start from equation (1) and calculate
the number of segments within a radius of r:

Nseg (r) =
|ϕ(r)|
2π

=
r2

2λ0 |f(λ0)|
. (4)
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Figure 3. (a) Procedure for determining the focusing efficiency
(
ηfoc): the dashed red line depicts the Gaussian function (e−2-width: σGauss)

that was fitted to the central peak to determine the radius of the focus (rfoc = 8×σGauss). The grey area visualizes the range r⩽ rfoc that was
used to determine the integrated intensity within the focus. (b) ηfoc as a function of the wavelength for the nanocomposite-enabled (NE) and
the single layer (SL) DL (details of devices in table 1) at different focal lengths (f). (c) Average focusing efficiency within the visible
spectral range (ηfoc

PIDE) as a function of f at an aperture of D= 2mm for both devices and a state-of-the-art common depth (CD) DL without
dispersion-engineered materials. (d) ηfoc

PIDE of the nanocomposite-enabled DL over NAdif = 2f/D for different apertures.

The spatial frequencies of the segments (kseg), and their
widths (Λ(r)) now follow directly from the derivative of
Nseg (r):

kseg (r) =
d
dr
Nseg (r) =

r
λ0 |f(λ0)|

, andΛ(r) =
1

kseg (r)
=

λ0 |f(λ0)|
r

.

(5)
Equation (5) shows that the shortest segment

(
Λdif

min

)
appears

at the edge of DLs (r= R):

Λdif
min = Λ(R) =

λ0 |f(λ0)|
R

≈ λ0

NAdif , (6)

which proofs that, for a given design wavelength (λ0), Λdif
min is

solely determined by the ratio f
R = 2f

D = 2N dif
f ≈ 1

NAdif , where
N dif
f is the lens’ f-number. In addition, we used the approx-

imate relationship NA≈ 1
2Nf

for the numerical aperture [47].
Since the numerical aperture and the f-number are quantities
that are commonly only assigned to more complicated optical
systems, we here use the superscript ‘dif’ to indicate if they
refer to a single DL. In figure 3(c), the upper x-axis directly
denotes the NAdif

eff for each focal length. Here and in the follow-
ing we use the subscript ‘eff’ to indicate that we accounted for
the fact that only 90% of the physical aperture is illuminated.

The upper x-axis in figure 3(c) demonstrates that the ηfoc
PIDE

of the nanocomposite-enabled DL starts to deviate noticeably
from the theoretical limit around NAdif

eff ≈ 0.03. Equation (6)
yields that this corresponds to a minimum segment width of
Λdif

min ≈ 20µm, which is also were the simulations with peri-
odic boundary conditions predict a significant drop of the per-
formance [26].

To confirm that the focusing efficiency of a DL is determ-
ined only by its NA (NAdif) and not the size of the lens inde-
pendently, figure 3(d) presents the ηfoc

PIDE of the nanocomposite-
enabled DL as a function of its NA for different diameters
of the aperture (D). It is evident that there are only minimal
differences between the efficiencies obtained for the different
apertures at larger values of NAdif. These minor differences
can be attributed to the fact that our procedure for determining
the focusing efficiency exhibits a weak residual dependence
on the increase of spherical aberration with increasing aper-
ture. This analysis hence shows the nanocomposite-enabled
device can provide essentially perfect broadband focusing up
to NAdif

eff ≈ 0.03. For higher values of NAdif
eff, spurious foci start

to appear that lead to stray light. In fact, this restriction to small
values of NAdif can be regarded as a fundamental limit for DLs
based on EGs. This is because the heights of EGs are determ-
ined by the refractive index differences between the layers,
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which, in turn, underly fundamental limits [33, 48]. Therefore,
the crucial question is whether the upper limit of NAdif = 0.03
is sufficient for the integration of nanocomposite-enabled DLs
into high-quality broadband optical systems.

4. DOEs in broadband optical systems

High-quality broadband imaging systems must be corrected
for chromatic aberrations. This makes it essential to account
for the strong and anomalous chromatic properties (νdif

d and
Pdif
g,F) of DLs in the design process [2]. In fact, since a (highly

efficient) DL is characterized by fixed values of νdif
d and Pdif

g,F,
the correction of chromatic aberrations requires both refract-
ive and diffractive elements. Furthermore, we emphasize again
that a single flat lens that provides aberration-corrected mono-
chromatic imaging of finite sized objects cannot exist [36].
Therefore, the key task for the integration of DLs into optical
systems is not to realize DLs with high values of NAdif, but
rather to design DLs that have precisely the amount of refract-
ive power required to minimize the chromatic aberrations in
the systems. In addition, it is critical to keep the amount of
stray light that reaches the sensor at level at which the contrast
requirement of the overall system can be fulfilled. It is con-
sequently indispensable to quantitatively investigate what val-
ues of NAdif and Λmin are required for broadband systems. To
do so, we here first analytically investigate the requirements on
DLs in hybrid achromats and apochromats. For these systems,
we can build on the analytical relationships derived in [2],
where hybrid achromats and apochromats have been investig-
ated from the ‘optical design perspective’, that is, without tak-
ing the microscopic structure and the efficiencies of the DLs
into account.

4.1. Hybrid achromats

The simplest system that is corrected for chromatic aberra-
tions is an achromat. An achromat is a two-element system that
has the same focal length at two wavelengths (f(λ0) = f(λ1)).
The total refractive power of an achromat consisting of
one refractive and one diffractive element reads Pacr (λ) =

1
f acr(λ) = Pdif (λ)+Pref (λ) .Here, we use the superscripts ‘acr’
and ‘ref’ to denote the properties of achromats and refractive
lenses, respectively. In the visible spectral range, a suitable
choice for the two wavelengths is λ0 = λF and λ1 = λC. To
investigate the properties of a DL in an achromat we start from
the equations derived in [2]:

f dif = f acr
(
νdif
d − νref

d

νdif
d

)
and f ref = f acr

(
νref
d − νdif

d

νref
d

)
, (7)

where we omitted the argument λd for all focal lengths. If we
now introduce ratio between νdif

d and νref
d according to νref

d =
−qacrνdif

d with q> 0 these relationships simplify to:

f dif = f acr (1+ qacr) and f ref = f acr
(
1+ qacr

qacr

)
. (8)

If we then replace the focal lengths by the respective NAs we
arrive at:

NAdif =
NAacr

(1+ qacr)
andNAref = NAacr

(
qacr

1+ qacr

)
, (9)

which proves that NAdif is a factor of (1+ qacr)−1 smaller than
NAacr. Finally, substituting this result for NAdif into equation
(6) leads us to an expression for the minimum segment width
of a DL in a hybrid achromat (Λacr

min):

Λacr
min =

λ

NAacr (1+ qacr) . (10)

The minimum segment width required from the DL con-
sequently increases by a factor of (1+ qacr) compared to a
diffractive singlet with the same NA. To quantitatively estim-
ate qacr, we can use common material choices for positive
lenses, which, for example, are N-BK7 for systems comprised
of glasses or PMMA for systems made of polymers. The
Abbe numbers of these materials are νBK7

d = 64.17 [37] and
νPMMA
d = 58.00 [38], which yields qacrPMMA = 16.80 and qacrBK7 =

18.59, respectively. This shows that, for common material
choices, NAdif is more than an order of magnitude smaller than
the numerical aperture of the overall hybrid system (NAacr)
and hence proofs that DLs with high values of NAdif are not
required for hybrid achromats. In fact, it follows from equation
(9) that the limit of NAdif = 0.03 up to which nanocomposite-
enabled DLs can provide perfect broadband focusing allows
for the design of hybrid achromats with NAacr ⩽ 0.53 for
PMMAor evenNAacr ⩽ 0.59 for N-BK7. These values corres-
pond to f-numbers of Nf ⩾ 0.94 and Nf ⩾ 0.85, respectively.
This range hence already covers the range of high-end camera
lenses [35], and we show below that this situation improves
even further for more complicated systems whose chromatic
aberrations are corrected to a higher degree.

To investigate the performance of a prototype hybrid
achromat with a nanocomposite-enabled DL and confirm the
validity of the equations derived above, we used the optical
design software ‘OpticStudio’ to design a hybrid achromat
with f acr (λd) = 4mm, and D= 2mm (NAacr = 0.25) . This
value of NAacr corresponds to the upper limit for which
the system can still maintain diffraction-limited performance.
For higher values of NAacr, spherical aberration affects the
achromat’s performance. After we optimized the system in
‘OpticStudio’ using ray tracing, we implemented the optim-
ized structure into Matlab and again performed a wave-
optical simulation using the WPM. Figure 4(a) presents an
RGB image visualizing the propagation of polychromatic light
through the optimized achromat. We again used the proced-
ure described in section 3 to obtain this image and used the
nanocomposite-enabled structure (table 1) for the DL. The
DL’s structure in figure 4(b) illustrates that it has a minimum
segment width of Λacr

min = 39µm, which agrees well with the
value of Λacr

min = 42µm predicted by equation (10). The small
difference can mostly be attributed to the achromat’s finite
thickness. Since this minimum segment width corresponds to
a value of NAdif = 0.015 (equation (7)), this confirms that the
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Figure 4. (a) Light propagation through a hybrid achromat comprised of PMMA with a focal length of f acr (λd) = 4mm and NAacr = 0.25
(details on how this image was obtained in description of figure 3). The inset visualizes the intensity distribution in the focus plane for
backlighting (a heavily saturated sensor). (b) Structure of the nanocomposite-enabled DL (see table 1), which is placed on the refractive
lens’ flat second surface. The different colors denote the four materials (green: PMMA; yellow: diamond in PMMA nanocomposite; orange:
ITO in PMMA nanocomposite; blue: air).

Figure 5. (a) Light propagation through the achromat from figure 4 with a single layer DL (structure in (b)) instead of the
nanocomposite-enabled device (see table 1). The inset in (a) visualizes the intensity distribution in the focus plane for backlighting (a
heavily saturated sensor) using the same scale as for figure 4. The different colors denote the two materials (yellow: PMMA; blue: air).

DL is operated in the regime in which the nanocomposite-
enabled DL can provide perfect broadband focusing. This
is confirmed by the lack of spurious foci in figure 4(a). To
confirm that spurious diffraction orders remain suppressed
even in the worst-case scenario of backlighting, that is, for
a heavily saturated sensor, the inset in figure 4(a) visualizes
the achromat’s intensity profile in the focus plane under such
conditions. It is evident that no spurious diffraction orders
are observed in this image. There is only a weak red hue

around the spot, which can be attributed to the fact that the
spot size in the diffraction limit increases with increasing
wavelength.

4.2. Efficiency requirements

The finding that a DL in a hybrid system must only provide
little refractive power relaxes the requirements on the DL’s
NAs

(
NAdif). However, it also has a profound impact on
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the efficiency requirements. This is because the less focus-
ing power a DL in a hybrid system provides, the smaller the
separation between the different orders becomes. This can be
seen from figure 5(a), which again presents the propagation of
light through the achromat from figure 4, but with the single-
layer DL (figure 5(b)) instead of the nanocomposite-enabled
DL (figure 4(b)). It is evident that, for this system, the influ-
ence of spurious diffraction orders is clearly visible as spurious
colorful rays around the primary focus. The figure’s inset addi-
tionally visualizes that this leads to colorful fringes in the focus
plane under backlighting. This demonstrates that, if weakly
focusing DLs are integrated into hybrid systems, the different
orders will propagate so close to each other that most of the
light in the spurious orders will reach the sensor. In fact, this
can even lead to prominent ghost images. This visualizes that
it can be assumed that almost all light in spurious diffraction
orders in hybrid broadband systems reaches the sensor. There-
fore, the contrast requirement of 1/100 of high-end optical
systems can only be fulfilled if the focusing efficiency remains
within around 1% of the theoretical limit. As shown previ-
ously, this condition can be fulfilled by the nanocomposite-
enabled DL up to values of approximately NAdif = 0.03, but
not by the single-layer DL or common depth DL with conven-
tional materials (figure 3).

4.3. Hybrid apochromat

Achromats still exhibit a residual focal shift for wavelengths
other than the two design wavelengths. This residual color
error is usually referred to as the ‘secondary spectrum’ and
its correction is essential for high-quality optical systems. In
optical design, this is commonly called ‘apochromatization’.
An apochromat, in this sense, is a system that fulfills the con-
dition f(λ1) = f(λ2) = f(λ3) for three distinct wavelengths. In
this paper, we choose λ1 = λg, λ2 = λF, and λ3 = λC. This
choice ensures that we can use the Abbe number νd and partial
dispersion Pg,F in the following expressions. But our analysis
can be straightforwardly generalized to other wavelengths. In
general, hybrid apochromats consist of two refractive elements
and one diffractive one. The individual focal lengths of the
three elements can be calculated from [2]:

f ref,1 = f apo
E
(
νdif
d − νref,2

d

)
(
P ref,2
g,F −P dif

g,F

)
νref,1
d

, f ref,2 = f apo
E
(
νdif
d − νref,2

d

)
(
P ref,2
g,F −P dif

g,F

)
νref,1
d

(11)
and

f dif = f apo
E
(
νdif
d − νref,2

d

)
(
P ref,1
g,F −P ref,2

g,F

)
νdif
d

, (12)

where the factor E is defined as [2]:

E=
νdif
d

(
Pref,1
g,F −Pref,2

g,F

)
+νref,1

d

(
Pref,2
g,F −Pdif

g,F

)
+νref,2

d

(
Pdif
g,F −Pref,1

g,F

)
νdif
d − νref,2

d

.

(13)
We the superscript ‘apo’ to denote the properties of the overall
apochromat. To investigate the properties of the DL in a hybrid

apochromat, we now first write the linear relationship that con-
nects the locations of the two refractive elements’ materials in
the Pg,F-diagram as Pref

g,F

(
νref
d

)
= α+βνref

d . Furthermore, we
introduce ∆Pdif

g,F as the distance of Pdif
g,F from this line (fig-

ure 1(b)), and hence write Pdif
g,F = α+βνdif

d +∆Pdif
g,F. Substi-

tuting these relationships into equations (12) and (13) leads us
to simple expressions for f dif and NAdif:

f dif =−fapo
∆Pdif

g,F

βνdif
d

= fapoqapo andNAdif =
NAapo

qapo
, (14)

where we introduced the factor qapo =−∆Pdif
g,F

βνdif
d

, which is pos-

itive because ∆Pdif
g,F, β, and νdif

d are all negative. In general,
the slope β and the distance ∆Pdif

g,F in equation (14) must be
determined separately for each material combination accord-
ing to:

β =
Pref,2
g,F −Pref,1

g,F

νref,2
d − νref,1

d

and∆Pdif
g,F = Pdif

g,F −Pref,i
g,F +β

(
νref,i
d − νdif

d

)
,

(15)
where i ∈ (1,2). However, for most optical glasses or poly-
mers, the normal lines in figure 1(b) provide a good approxim-
ation. For glasses, this line is defined as the line that connects
K7 and F2 [49]. By substituting equation (14) into equation
(6), we finally find that the DL’s minimum segment width also
increases by qapo:

Λapo
min =

λ

NAapo q
apo. (16)

To estimate common values of qapo, we first use the
normal line for glasses and, second, we use the line that
connects PMMA and PC for polymers (figure 1(b)). For
the glasses K7 and F2, this leads to βglass =−0.00168 and
∆Pdif,glass

g,F =−0.354, which results in a factor of qapo,glass =
59.0. Furthermore, for the polymers PMMAand PC, we obtain
βpoly =−0.000507, ∆Pdif,poly

g,F =−0.293 and consequently
even qapo,poly = 164. These results prove that the values of
NAdif required for hybrid apochromats are around two orders
of magnitude smaller than the NA of the overall system.
Accordingly, the minimum segment width increases by the
same factor compared to a diffractive singlet with the same
NA. For the optical glasses, the limit of NAdif = 0.03, up to
which nanocomposite-enabled DLs maintain essentially per-
fect broadband focusing, hence covers the requirements of
apochromats with NAs of up to NAapo = 1.77. This range
essentially encompasses all optical systems, even high-NA
immersion systems. Conversely, to achieve NAapo = 1, which
is the theoretical maximum for the NA in air, a DL with
a NA of merely NAdif = 0.017 (Λmin = 34.7µm) or NAdif =
0.0061(Λmin = 96.4µm) is required for the optical glasses
or polymers, respectively. In fact, below, we demonstrate
that the relationships derived in this section also provide a
good approximation for more complex apochromatic systems,
which are composed of more than three optical elements.
This shows that a nanocomposite-enabled DL in a high-end
apochromatic system can be operated well below the limit
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Figure 6. (a) Polychromatic integral diffraction efficiency (ηPIDE) for the nanocomposite-enabled EG from table 1 assuming an infinitely
periodic grating as a function of the AOI. As the surrounding medium air with n= 1 was used. This data was obtained using the FEM
software JCMsuite. The colors correspond to different grating periods and the dotted line visualizes the efficiency threshold of 97%. (b)
Field of view of the EG

(
FOVdif) defined as the full range of AOIs across which ηPIDE remains above the efficiency threshold as a function

of Λ = Λmin. The upper x-axis denotes the corresponding value of NAdif (equation (6)). Since for a DL most segments are much larger than
Λmin these values quantify the lower boundary for FOVdif.

at which its efficiency is affected. High values of NAdif are
hence not required for broadband optical systems. In fact,
high values of NAdif would even be detrimental for the per-
formance of such systems, since they would lead to drastic-
ally overcorrected chromatic aberrations. Note that this situ-
ation changes for monochromatic or very narrowband applic-
ations for which the color errors induced by a DL do not play
a role.

4.4. Field of view

So far, we have shown that nanocomposite-enabled DLs can
achieve essentially perfect broadband focusing up to NAdif =
0.03 and that higher values of NAdif are, in fact, not required
for broadband optical systems. The final requirement for the
integration of DLs into optical systems is that high efficiencies
must also be maintained across the full range of AOIs that is
incident on the DL within the system. This is because imaging
of finite sized objects always requires a certain FOV, that is,
a finite range of AOIs. In principle, it would be possible to
introduce constraints on the AOIs at the DL’s position in the
optical system. However, such constraints would at least partly
diminish the benefits of adding the DL. Therefore, accessing
the full potential of DLs for optical systems requires devices
that maintain high efficiencies across the system’s full FOV or
an even larger range of AOIs.

In sections 3.2 and 3.3, we have shown that a DL’s min-
imum segment width (Λmin) is directly connected to its NA(
NAdif) and hence directly determines the DL’s performance.

In fact, our analysis in section 3.2 (see figure 3) has demon-
strated that the performance of a macroscopic DL begins to be
affected if its minimum grating period (Λmin) reaches a value
at which simulations of infinitely periodic structures predict
a significant drop of the DL’s performance. To quantify the
range of AOIs across which DLs maintain a high perform-
ance, we can therefore use a periodic grating with a period
of Λ = Λmin. Since most of the DL consists of segments that

are much larger than Λmin, this approach allows us to quantify
a lower boundary for the DL. We here investigate infinitely
periodic structures because the WPM becomes highly ineffi-
cient for oblique incidence because of the broken cylindrical
symmetry. Furthermore, for oblique incidence, off-axis aber-
rations lead to highly distorted spots. This makes it difficult
to accurately quantify the focusing efficiencies. Accordingly,
figure 6(a) depicts the polychromatic integral diffraction effi-
ciency (ηPIDE) for the nanocomposite-enabled EG (table 1)
as a function of the AOI for different grating periods. We
obtained this data using the finite element method (FEM) soft-
ware JCMsuite. Note that we used air with n= 1 as the sur-
rounding medium for these simulations, whereas we assumed
the EG’s materials to extend to infinity in [26, 33]. This leads
to higher efficiencies for oblique incidence since the incid-
ent light is refracted at the additional interfaces according to
Snell’s law. Figure 6(a) shows that, for large grating periods
the, ηPIDE remains almost flat across a broad range of AOIs. In
contrast, for shorter grating periods, a more rapid decrease of
the ηPIDE with increasing AOI is observed. To systematically
quantify this relationship, we define the an EG’s field of view(
FOVdif

)
as the full range of AOIs across which the EG’s ηPIDE

remains above 97% (dotted black line in figure 6(a)). Fig-
ure 6(b) illustrates that the FOVdif indeed drops rapidly with
decreasing grating periods. However, values of FOVdif ⩾ 75◦

are achieved for Λmin ⩾ 200µm
(
NAdif ⩽ 0.003

)
. Further-

more, at Λmin = 100µm
(
NAdif = 0.006

)
, the EG still cov-

ers a FOV of FOVdif = 62◦. These values exceed the FOVs
that are required for a wide range of optical systems by
far. For example, microscopes generally have FOVs below
8◦, whereas photographic lenses span a much wider range
from down to 2◦ − 4◦ for extreme telephoto up to 43− 56◦

for standard focal lengths [35]. Moreover, we emphasize
again that our procedure of using a periodic grating with
Λ = Λmin to estimate the FOV of a DL with a minimum
segment with of Λmin can be expected to underestimate the
DL’s actual FOV. Therefore, our results demonstrate that
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Figure 7. (a) Layout of a prototype telephoto lens with a focal length of f= 100mm, a f-number of Nf = 5.6, a field of view of FOV= 10◦,
and a total length of TL= 85mm. The DL has a minimum segment width of Λtele

min = 219µm
(
NAdif = 0.0027

)
. (b) Focal shift (∆f) as a

function of the wavelength to visualize that the system fulfills f(λg) = f(λF) = f(λC). (c) Modulation transfer function (MTF) for three
AOIs in both the tangential (solid lines) and sagittal planes (dashed lines) using the nanocomposite-enabled (NE) DL. The purple and grey
lines additionally depict the MTF for the lowest order spurious foci. The dashed red line shows for AOI= 0◦ that these spurious foci
drastically affect the performance if the single layer (SL) DL is used.

Figure 8. (a) Layout of a purely refractive telephoto lens with a focal length of f= 100mm, a f-number of Nf = 5.6, a field of view of
FOV= 10◦, and a total length of TL= 85mm. This system serves as a benchmark system for the hybrid system presented in figure 7(b)
Focal shift (∆f) as a function of the wavelength to visualize that the system only fulfills f(λF) = f(λC). (c) Modulation transfer function
(MTF) for three AOIs in both the tangential (solid lines) and sagittal planes (dashed lines). The MTF is drastically decreased compared to
the hybrid system.

nanocomposite-enabled DLs would indeed be suitable for
most broadband imaging systems.

5. Prototype telephoto lens

Telephoto lenses suffer strongly from longitudinal chro-
matic aberrations because of their large focal lengths. As

already demonstrated in [4], integrating DLs into such sys-
tems therefore holds an immense potential. To show that
nanocomposite-enabled DLs allow for unlocking the full
potential of DLs for such systems, we designed an apochro-
matic telephoto system. This, at the same time, allows us to
confirm our findings from section 3 for a more complex optical
system. For this prototype system, we chose a focal length of
f= 100mm, a f-number of Nf = 5.6, a field of view of FOV=
10◦, and a total length of TL= 85mm. We again chose these
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parameters such that the systemmaintains close to diffraction-
limited performance across the entire FOV. As evident from
system’s layout in figure 7(a), we designed the system with
four refractive lenses. We chose four lenses because a tele-
photo lens, that is, a system with f> TL generally must be
composed of at least a positive and a negative group [35]. To
correct the system for chromatic aberration to the first degree
both these groups must then be achromats themselves [35]. An
achromatic telephoto system must hence be composed of at
least four elements. Furthermore, we included the lens’ mater-
ials in the optimization, but constrained the second group’s
materials to be the same as those of the first group. We chose
this constraint because it represents the ‘worst-case scenario’
in which the DL must work against the dispersion from both
groups to achieve apochromatization. Finally, we included no
constraints on the DL and allowed it to freely move within the
system.

To demonstrate that the optimized prototype sys-
tem indeed fulfills the apochromatization condition
(f(λg) = f(λF) = f(λC)) , figure 7(b) depicts its focal shift
as a function of the wavelength. Because of the restric-
tion to two materials, this would generally not be possible
without the DL. Furthermore, the system’s modulation trans-
fer function (MTF) in figure 7(c) illustrates that the system
provides close to diffraction limited performance at all spa-
tial frequencies and across the entire FOV. Note that a sys-
tem’s MTF directly quantifies its contrast as a function of the
spatial frequencies in the image. In fact, the prototype tele-
photo system’s MTF remains completely unaffected by light
in spurious diffraction orders if the nanocomposite-enabled
DL is used in the system. This is because the unconstrained
optimization of the DL lead to a minimum segment width
of Λtele

min = 219µm (see figure 7(a)), which corresponds to a
NA of NAdif = 0.0027. Therefore, the DL is operated way
below the limit of NAdif = 0.03 at which its performance is
impaired. Furthermore, at these values of Λtele

min and NAdif,
the DL has a FOVdif that highly exceeds the system’s FOV
of 10◦ (figure 6). In fact, since the DL is operated an order
of magnitude below the limit of NAdif = 0.03 at which its
performance is affected, this prototype system demonstrates
that nanocomposite-enabled DLs are indeed also suitable
for much more complex systems with higher f-numbers and
FOVs.

To illustrate that the performance of the prototype system
is drastically affected if a significant amount of light reaches
the DL’s spurious foci, the grey and purple lines in figure
7(c) depict the MTF for the 0th and 2nd diffraction orders at
an AOI of 0◦. These data show that the MTF is almost zero
for these spurious foci at essentially all spatial frequencies. If
the focusing efficiencies are significantly below the theoret-
ical limit, the influence of these spurious orders hence leads
to a rapid drop of the system’s performance. This is directly
visualized by the dashed red line, which depicts the prototype
telephoto system’s MTF for an AOI of 0◦ if the single-layer
DL is used instead of the nanocomposite-enabled DL. For this
dashed red line, we used the result from figure 3(c), which
shows that the single-layer DL’s ηfoc

PIDE is around 15 percent-
age points (p. p.) below the theoretical limit at small values of

NAdif. It is evident from figure 7(c) that this leads to a drop
of the MTF by at least 10 p.p. for all spatial frequencies. This
drop shows that the system’s contrast is severely impaired. We
note that current metalens designs have even lower polychro-
matic efficiencies than the single-layer DL [13]. This makes
these devices unsuitable for high-quality imaging applications.
Finally, to demonstrate the benefits of DLs for broadband ima-
ging systems, we also designed a purely refractive telephoto
system with the same specifications as the hybrid system in
figure 7. To ensure the comparability of the two systems, we
replaced the DL by an additional refractive lens. Furthermore,
we kept the constraint that the last two lenses (the second
group) must be composed of the same materials as the first
two lenses. But we reoptimized the remaining three mater-
ials freely using a global optimization scheme. Figure 8(a)
presents the layout of the refractive benchmark system. Fur-
thermore, figures 8(b) and (c) depict the refractive benchmark
system’s focal shift and its MTF, respectively. Both plots show
that the purely refractive system’s performance is significantly
lower than that of the hybrid system (figure 7). Specifically, it
is evident from figure 8(b) that the refractive benchmark sys-
tem is only achromatized (f(λF) = f(λC)) and not apochro-
matized (f(λg) = f(λF) = f(λC)) like the hybrid system. In
fact, we tried forcing the purely refractive system into an apo-
chromatic state but doing so reduced its MTF even further.
Comparing the two systems’ MTF curves in figures 7(c) and
8(c) shows that the MTF of the purely refractive system is
generally around 20 p. p. lower than that of the hybrid sys-
tem. This demonstrates that integrating a DL into the proto-
type telephoto system allows for a much higher performance
than using the same number of refractive elements. Alternat-
ively, such a performance benefit could generally be leveraged
into a size reduction, if the two systems were required to have
the same performance. This indicates that integrating DLs into
broadband imaging systems indeed holds a high potential for
increasing their performance, or alternatively, reducing their
size. However, evaluating the full potential of this approach
requires systematic optical design studies for a wide range
of different systems. In fact, the finding that DLs in broad-
band systems must only provide little refractive power also
implies that that DLs in such systems generally cannot con-
tribute significantly to the correction of monochromatic aber-
rations. Therefore, our results from section 4 indicate that the
highest benefits of DLs can be expected in systems suffering
strongly from chromatic aberrations.

In conclusion, the results for the hybrid prototype system
confirm that high-NA DLs are not required for broadband sys-
tems. In fact, equation (16) predicts a minimum grating period
of Λapo

min = 362µm for an apochromat that is composed of the
samematerials as the hybrid system (N-LAK21 and N-LASF9
with qapo = 54.9). The finding that this value deviates by
approximately 40% from the value of Λtele

min = 219µm, which
we obtained for the full prototype telephoto system, can be
readily understood from the fact that the DL in the telephoto
system must work against the dispersion of both lens groups
to achieve apochromatization. This demonstrates that, in more
complex apochromatic optical systems, the minimum grating
period (Λmin) might be slightly smaller (NAdif slightly larger)
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than the values predicted by equation (16). However,Λmin will
generally be in the same order of magnitude because otherwise
the color errors would be highly overcorrected. Therefore, the
equations derived in the previous sections can provide a good
estimate even for more complex optical systems.

6. Conclusion

It has been shown many times that integrating diffractive
lenses (DLs) into optical imaging systems often significantly
decrease their size or increase their performance [1–8]. For
broadband hybrid systems, this is mostly because the anom-
alous dispersion properties of DLs are perfectly suited for
the correction of chromatic aberrations. Conversely, a wide
range of different technologies for diffractive optical elements
(DOEs), e.g. metalenses and multilevel DOEs [4, 9–22, 26],
have been developed. However, often the requirements of
optical systems have not been fully taken into consideration.
In this paper, we have reconciled these two aspects and ana-
lyzed the requirements on DLs both from the optical design
as well as the DOE design perspective. To do so, we have
derived analytical relationships for achromatic and apochro-
matic hybrid systems that connect the overall system’s spe-
cifications (numerical aperture (NA) and focal length) to the
parameters of the DL (NAdif = R/f and segment widths). This
has allowed us to quantitatively show that DLs with high
values of NAdif are not required for broadband systems. In
fact, high-NA DLs even impede the performance of such sys-
tems since they lead to highly overcorrected chromatic aber-
rations. Furthermore, we have shown that the minimum seg-
ment widths required from DLs in broadband systems are at
least in the order of several tens and can even reach hundreds
of micrometers. Therefore, the main requirement for the integ-
ration of DLs into broadband imaging systems is that the DLs
must maintain high focusing efficiencies across the full para-
meter range required for the system at hand. For example, to
achieve a contrast of 1/100 regarding stray light, which is a
common requirement for high-end imaging systems, an aver-
age efficiency of 99.0% is required.

Finally, we have shown throughout this paper that
nanocomposite-enabled DLs fulfill all requirements of high-
end broadband systems: They can maintain essentially perfect
broadband focusing up to values of NAdif that enable the real-
ization of apochromatic hybrid systems with NAs of up to 1.77
(for common material choices) without any adverse effects on
the systems’ performance. Furthermore, we have shown that,
depending on the value of NAdif, nanocomposite-enabled EGs
maintain high efficiencies for a range of angles of incidence
of up to 80◦ (full diagonal). We have discussed and shown on
the example of a prototype telephoto lens that this range fully
covers the demands of a wide range of systems (e.g. standard
and telephoto camera lenses as well as microscopes), whereas
the state-of-the art solutions [4, 9, 45, 46] cannot fulfill these
requirements and would drastically impede the systems’ per-
formance or lead to severe constraints on the designs. For the
first time, we have therefore shown using a holistic all-system
analysis that it is indeed possible to unlock the full potential

of DOEs for most broadband optical systems. This guides the
way to a next generation of broadband optical systems.
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